Abstract. In this paper we prove some theorems on the absolute summability of Fourier series which connect diverse \C, y\ results such as Bosanquet's classical theorem (1936), Mohanty (1952), and Ray (1970) and the recent |it, exp((log w)"+1), y\ result of Nayak (1971) .
We assume, as we may, that a0 = 0 = A0. We use the following notations:
•KO " \\{AX + 0 + Ax -/)} -s> for suitably chosen j = s(x), e(<o) = exp{(logUf+x},ß >0, F(o>, t) = 2"<w{e(<o) -e(n)}^1e(n)n-1(log n)s sin nt, Q(u>) = {e(u) -e(m)y~xe(m)m~x(\og rnf, where m is an integer such that m < w < m + 1.
Unless otherwise specified, in what follows we use "2" to denote "2"_2" and also 2"<u to denote 2[™Í2-^ is a suitable constant, while K, Kx, K2, . . . denote absolute constants, possibly different at each occurrence.
Theorems.
Theorem I. Let a, ß, 8 and tj be real numbers such that a > 0 and either (i) ß = 0 = tj, 8 < 0, or (ii) 8 < tj and ß is any positive number however large. Then (log*) " 6 BV(0, w) =>2 4,(*)(log »)' S |H, exp(log <o/+\ a\.
The result is the best possible in the sense that '5 < tj' may not be replaced by '8 < tj' if ß 7¿ 0, tj ¥= 0. For, take fc = 2rr and consider <p(j) = (log(2w■/r))^1'. Then y4"(jc) ~ (-Tj)n"'(log n)^-1 (see Lemma 1, below), and 2 An(x)(log n)n «s -T?2(n(log n))_1 cannot be summable by a totally regular method. However in our next theorem, we show that if we strengthen somewhat the requirement on the function <j> we can (in the case ß = 0) allow 5 = 17.
Theorem II. Let y > 0, ß > 0 and 8 and tj be real numbers such that (i) 8 < tj -/?y/(y + 1), when 0 < y < 1, or (ii) 8 < tj -¿8/2 wne/î y > 1. Suppose that ¡l(\og(k/t)Y\d<b(t)\ < 00. 77ien 2 4,(*)(tag «)8 G |/?, exp(log W/+1, Y|.
Remarks, (i)
The case ß = 0 and tj = 0 of either of the two theorems contains the basic result of Bosanquet [1] for summability | C, a), a > 0.
(ii) The case 17 = -1 of Theorem I improves upon Theorem A below, due to Nayak. Nayak discussed only the case a = 1 and even there he had to take 8 = -((iß/2) + 1) and not just 'á < -1': Theorem A [6] . Let ß > 0. If<b(t)/log(k/t) G BV(0, it), then 2 ^n(x)(logn)-((^2)+,) G |Ä, e(«), 1|.
(iii) Theorem II extends a theorem due to Ray [7, Theorem 1] on Cesàro summability of Fourier series. Ray's result corresponds to the case ß = 0, tj = 8 < 0.
(iv) The case ß = 0, tj = 1 of Theorem II contains a result of Mohanty [5] . (v) We note that Theorem II furnishes a better result than Theorem I only when ß = 0 (cf. §3.2, the proof of Theorem I).
(vi) We are thankful to the referee for pointing out that it follows from inequality (10) below that the hypothesis <b(t)(log(k/t)y G BV(0, if) implies the stronger result 2 An(x)(log nf is absolutely convergent for 8 < -1 and 8 < tj -1. Note however that 8 < -1 may not be replaced by 8 < -1. For, consider the even, 2w-periodic function tj> defined by <b(t) = (t/2)x1"/2v] for t G [0, ir]. Then
For this series we find that 2 An(0)(Log n)~* is not absolutely convergent if 8 = -1, while (log(/t//))X0 e 5F(°' "") for any *• License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 23. For the proof of Theorem I we first prove the following theorem:
Theorem HI. Let ß, y, 8 and tj be real numbers with y > 0. Suppose ß > 0 unless tj = 0 and then take ß > 0; and let either (i) 8 < tj -¿8y/(y + 1) when 0 < y < 1, or (ii) ô < tj -ß/2, when y > 1. Fnen tffXkt(*/'»' G 5F(0, ir) => S ^,(*)(log «)' e |Ä, exp(log u,)ß+x, y\.
2.4. We need the following lemmas:
Lemma 1 (see [7] ). fZQogQv/t))b cos nt dt ~ (ir/2) bn'x (log n)b~x, for all real b.
Lemma 2. Let y > 0, ß > 0 and also 8 > 0 if ß = 0. Leí m be an integer such that m < u < m + 1. For <o -> oo ancf 0 < f < w, we ñaue |F(<o, 01 < ( *'w(l0g u?~ßey^ + tmQ^> for0<y<\, (J) l Ä7co(log to)* _V(co), /or y > 1; and for <o > (A://) + 2 an¿0 < y < 1
Take N an integer such that e(w)(log u)s is increasing for u > N. Also 2"<Ar V(n)e(n)(log n)s < Key~x(u¡). This proves (1) . Note that when y > 1, the second term in (1) is dominated by the first.
To prove (2) we first take up the case 0 < y < 1. Let to, = [to -k/t] and N be an integer such that the functions (i) e(x)*_1(log x)8, (ii) e'(x) and (iii) (e'(*))Y(log xf~ß are nondecreasing for x > N. Let < Kry<j-y(log co)^(log(co -k/t))8~ßey(u) + ß(co).
When y > 1 obviously |F(co, 01 < A-r'{e(co) -e(2)}r_1e(co)co-1(logco)*.
Collecting the results from (3) to (6) completes the proof of the lemma.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2 t/fl(lognrG|C,y|.
This is a particular case of the much more general Anderson-Bosanquet-ChowPeyerimhoff Theorem [2] on summability factors of absolute Cesàro summabihty.
Lemma 4 [7] . Let a > 0 and tj < 0. 7/ (i) <b(t)(log(k/t))r> G BV(0, it), and (ii) /ol<KOI/'(log(^/0)1_" dt < oo inen 2 ^"(x)(log m)1 « summable \C, a\.
Lemma 5. Let tj < 0. Then (i) anc/ (ii) hold if and only i/(iii) holds, where (ï)<KtXiog(k/t)yeBV(0,n),
Proof. Since
d{(log(k/t))\(t)} = (log(A:/0)V<P(0 -n(log(k/t)y-x*(t)dt/t (*) then (iii) follows from (i) and (ii).
Conversely, we have, for 0 < t < m, |<f>(OI < |«Kir)l + /7l^«")l-Hence
Thus (ii) follows (iii), and then (i) follows from (ii) and (iii) with the aid of (*).
3.1. Proof of Theorems. We shall combine the proofs for Theorems II and III. For Theorem II in the case ß = 0, 8 = tj < 0, the result follows from Lemmas 4 and 5, and then for ß = 0, 8 < tj < 0, the result follows by Lemma 3. Simiarly for ß = 0, 5 < 0 < tj, the result follows from the case ß = 0, 0 < 8 < tj, by Lemma 3.
Hence it remains to consider the cases (i) ß = 0, tj > 5 > 0 and (ii) ß > 0. Similarly, for Theorem III the case ß = 0 = tj, 5 < 0, follows from the case ß = 0, tj = 0 = 8, after Lemma 3. Hence we need to consider this theorem also only for the cases (iii) ß = 0 = tj = 8 and (iv) ß > 0.
."*( n To begin with for Theorem III, we note that, for n > 1, A"(x) = f <b(t) cos nt dt = \<t>(t)(log(k/t)y f'(log(k/u)r cos nu duY I A> Jo -j"*{ f'(log(k/u))-7> cos nu du} d{<b(t)(log(k/t)y} = <b(ir)(log(k/n)y r(log(k/u)r cos nu du
For/> 1/nandTj =/= 0
and for 0 < / < 1/n and tj ^= 0
Thus, since f%\d {<b(t)(log k/ty}\ is finite, from (7)- (9) and Lemma 1, we get </&i-1(logn)"'"1.
jAn(x) + \ ('sin nt(log(k/t)r d {<b(t)(log(k /1))*} i n Jq
For Tj = 0, we see by (7), the right-hand side in (10) is zero. Since 2 n"'(log rif~r'~x, tj -5 > 0, is absolutely convergent, to prove that 2 An(x)(log nf G | F, e(co), y| (whether tj = 0 or not), it is enough to show that the integral ["(logco/co-'e-^co) 2 {e(v) -e(n)}y-xe(n)(logn)sn-x /"sin nt(log(k/t))-r' d{*(t)(log(k/t)y} du is convergent. As <b(t)(log(k / t)y G BV(0, it), it is sufficient to show that J"°°(log co) Ve-*(co)|F(co, 01 du = 0{(log(k/1))71),
uniformly in t, 0 < t < ir. Let
For the proof for Theorem II we note that, for n > 1, A"(x) = f <f>(0 cos nt dt = -(l/n) f sin nt d<b(t).
As /SOogi^/Oy |t/<K0l is finite, in this case also it is sufficient to show that the requirement (11) is fulfilled, that is 7(0 = 0((log(k/t))n), uniformly in t, 0 < t < it.
Letr = (k/t)dog(k/t))ßy' + 2, where y' = min(y/(y + 1), ±), and /(o=r+ r=7<(')+*m »y-
After the estimates in (1) we get 7,(0 < Kxt [ (log co)* du + K2t C(log u)ßu-xe-y(u)mQ(u) du 2 "2.
< Kxtr(logr)8 + K2trx-y(logr)8+ßy = 0((log(k/t)y), uniformly in t, 0 < / < m, For 72(0, we first consider the case 0 < y < 1. Using the order estimates from (2)(i) and proceeding as for (15) and (16), 72(0 < Kxryr(log u)ß(y+X)u-y~x{(log u)8~ß + (log(u -k/t))8-ß) du + K2[oe(log u)ßu~xe-y(u)Q(u) du < Kxryr-y(log T)*T+1>{(k)g t)*-" + (log(r -k/t))8~ß) + K2flm'y-x(logm)8+ßy M = 0((log¡(A://))"), uniformly in t, 0 < t < it.
For y > 1, the order estimates in (2)(ii) give 72(0 < Kt~x /""(log u)8+ßu~2 du •'t = 0((log(k/t))v), uniformly in t, 0 < t < it.
This completes the proof for Theorems II and III.
3.2. Proof of Theorem I. Note that 8 < tj implies that 8 < tj -/?y/(y + 1), for all arbitrarily small positive y, 0 < y < 1. We choose y such that it is also less than a. Now by Theorem HI, 2 A"(x)Qog n)s G \R, e(u), y\. Hence, by the First Theorem of Consistency for absolute Riesz summability (see [3, §1.9]) 2^n(*)Oog»)SG|JR,e(co),4 4 . We obtain the following corollary to our Theorems I and II.
